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1 ZEdit Tutorial 
When an entire set of navigation or parameter values needs to be replaced in a CSF, 
JSF, SDF, SEG, or XTF file, NavInjectorPro is your best tool. To make minor anomaly 
edits in CMF or CSF files, ZEDIT may be easier. This document captures an actual 
ZEDIT utility tutorial support exchange (section 1.1, MAG file example) with a user 
conducted by John Gann in August, 2010, as well as more detailed tutorial examples.  

1.1 Starting ZEDIT 
ZEDIT is opened when you select a sonar line, right-click for the drop-menu, and select 
NAVIGATION, like this: 
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2 ZEDIT Tutorial Examples 

2.1 Example 1 -  Magnetometry Glitch Editing 
Hi <User>, 
 
I was able to successfully edit your CMF file.  I think a little tutorial might help.  Here are 
the steps I used: 
 
From SonarWiz: 
1) Select the file 6_80044 in the map or file list and choose the Edit Magnetometer 
Navigation option. 
 
In ZEdit: 

1) Use the lower graph part of the window (not the map) to do the edits. 
2) Right click in the graph and choose "Choose Graph Variable" menu item.  In the 

drop down list you will want to edit :"Orig Position X", "Orig Position Y", and/or "Mag 
Amplitude" 

3) Choose Orig Position Y. 
4) Use the Interpolate in Box toolbar button and drag a box around the spike in the Y 

graph. 
5) Press the Save Icon, of select File -> Save. 
6) Use the File menu RELOAD MAG FILE to update results. 

 
7) Repeat Steps 2 thru 6 for the "Orig Position X". 

 
After you do these edits you won't see them in SonarWiz until: 
(1) the CMF file is reloaded, and 
(2) The screen is refreshed with a REDRAW 
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Currently, there is no way to select a single CMF file and select it for reload but I'm 
going to try and add that soon.  So, instead you would have to close SonarWiz and then 
reopen it--painful I know. 
 
Thanks, 
 
John Gann, August, 2010 
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2.2 Example 2 – Sidescan Sonar Navigation Repair 
 
If the user has a *.NAV file and opens it in EXCEL and presents it as a line chart, 
or looks at the Orig LAT or Orig LONG data in ZEDIT - either way - and sees a 
discontinuity 
(flat spot) in their navigation function, ZEDIT is a very easy way to correct it by 
interpolation.  
 
Here's some nav data which are a mess, with several huge flat spots, and we set the 
project setting to time-constant-for-course-smoothing was set = 3 pings, and it is 
obvious when selecting the line in the mosaic that nav data are messed up: 
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This X-pattern  is a clue to look at the NAV data with ZEDIT. It we had used Time-
constant-for-smoothing=300, the same imported sonar data would present in the mosaic 
like this: 
 

 
 
So selecting the line, then selecting NAVIGATION in the drop-menu opens ZEDIT.  

2.2.1 Selecting the GRAPH to edit 

You first need to select the lower chart by clicking on it, then select 

Graph-> Choose Graph Data and select Orig Lat 84. 
Here's the lower graph before it is selected: the Y-axis is BLACK. 
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When you click on the lower graph, it becomes SELECTED, and the Y-axis turns RED: 

 
 

2.2.2 Choosing the GRAPH DATA 
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A drop-menu then gives you a choice of the parameters to view in the selected graph. 

We'll select Original LAT84 data: 

 
 

2.2.3 Editing / Smoothing the Graph Data 
Now we can see a small flat spot exists in the range of pings 2273-2836 as seen by 
ZEDIT graphing Orig LAT 84 on this Line-0002.XTF: 
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To remove this nav flat spot, in the ZEDIT window select SMOOTH->Interpolate in box: 
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Then the cursor becomes a box, and you left-click to define a box and then drag the 
mouse from upper-left to lower right to create a rectangle around the trouble-spot,  

then release the left-click and you'll see a rectangle enclosing your flat-spot like this: 
 

 
 

Then a new dialog pops up to allow you to confirm the replacement of these NAV data 
with interpolated values: 
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Click OK and the graph changes then and shows a replacement of the flat step with a 
smooth region: 

 

 
 
 

A confirmation dialog pops up telling you what happened, so just acknowledge that by 
clicking OK: 
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2.3 Example 3 - WaterDepth edit -  Interpolate in Box Technique 
Here's another example to effect the same thing – changing WaterDepth at a certain 
ping, again with the Smooth in Box function. 
 
Editing the raw values for any field associated with a ping (point), you can modify any 
field data, then click the SAVE To FILE button, then UPDATE CHART, to see the 
results. Here was an outlier we inserted (unusual value 30) for example, in WATER 
DEPTH: 

 
 
Let's see it up close, and smooth it out. 
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2.3.1 WATER DEPTH glitch - Seeing it up close - ZOOM box 

 
After selecting ZOOM Box, use the left-click on the mouse, and drag the cursor low and 
right, to create a small box around the area of the glitch, to zoom in on it, then re-ZOOM 
if necessary: 

 
Up closer, it looks like this: 
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2.3.2 Smoothing It! 
To remove this glitch, again we'll use the Smooth -> Interpolate in box function: 

 
In the area of the glitch, +/- a ping or two, create the box and smooth it: 
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The Interpolate in Box creation of the box (1) causes a drop menu (2) and you click OK. 
The results show immediately: 

 

2.3.3 Saving It back to your File 
To save your edits back to the CSF file, click SAVE icon: 
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or select File-> Save: 

 
to save the CSF file with the changes.  

2.4 Example 4 - Sidescan Navigation Edit –Point Raw technique 
Here’s an example of changing OrigLAT from 44 to 45 at one ping #4703, using POINT 
RAW technique, again, with an obvious anomaly showing: 
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To find that and see it numerically, you zoom in on your questionable data point,  

 
then click on POINT RAW icon, like this: 
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Then select the point on the graph to see and edit numerically: 

 
This great drop-menu allows PREV/NEXT scrolling between points, and editing of any 
field associated with that ping - including navigation. You just can't get easier control 
over your data than this! 
Make your edit, then do these steps: 

1. click SAVE EDITED DATA, then  
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2. UPDATE PLOT, to see your change, then  
3. OK to exit 

 
To save the entire CSF file with the changes, click the top-left File->SAVE on ZEDIT 
and then exit ZEDIT: 

 

2.4.1 Verifying your Edits 
To verify your changes, in the main SonarWiz5 menus select TOOLS -> CSF -> CSF-
to-CSV export and save the CSV (comma-separated value) EXCEL-readable version of 
your data, and look at the particular ping just edited, and confirm that the numbers 
reflect your changes.  
EXCEL viewing of the exported CSV file is also another way to present your data (if it is 
32k pings or less) as a line graph, something at which EXCEL excels!  
 

2.5 Example 5 - Making FISHX FISHY Edits in Lower Graph, then SAVE 
Here's another way to smooth navigation glitches seen in the MAP VIEW, and get them 
straightened out. It may be the easiest way to do it. It has been verified in recently 
software like 6.04.0010, 32-bit and 64-bit versions, to work well, both in demonstration 
tests, and by customers themselves.  It is based upon a repair and enhancement to 
ZEDIT which appeared in version 6.04.0003, described below. 
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2.5.1 6.04.0003 Fixes - For 6.04.0001, 6.04.0002 issues 
A fix and an enhancement  were put in place recently in version 6.04.0003 described 
like this: 

6.04.0003 
32-bit and 
64-bit  

3/25/2016 
10:10:49 
PM  

6. BUGFIX:NAV:MINOR:GM:548 -- The ZEdit navigation 
utility was not correctly signaling the SonarWiz app after 
changes were made to the navigation data. This is now 
corrected.  
7. ENHANCEMENT:ZEDIT:MINOR:GM:548 -- The ZEdit 
navigation utility now exits after saving CSF files with 
changed navigation to prevent file contention with 
SonarWiz.  

 
So this is a good reason to use a "current" version of SonarWiz, more recent than 
6.04.0002, if you are using ZEDIT, for CSF file parameter data repair. 
 

2.5.2 FISH X FISH Y - 2 cycles of CHOOSE GRAPH DATA then SMOOTH 
Overall here, the sequence will be to sequentially repair FISHX then FISHY, in each 
case, going through this sequence: 
 

(1) Choose Graph Data - visualize error, zoom to level of resolution needed 
(2) Repair navigation issue using INTERPOLATE IN BOX 
 
then finally 
 
(3) Saving the changes from ZEDIT back to the SonarWiz CSF file 
(4) Refreshing the MAP VIEW to see the changes.  
 

This is the easy way to see that a navigation error gets made and repaired.  The CSF 

file gets created during the import process, as an internal-to-SonarWiz version of the 

sonar data. The XTF file itself does not change throughout this process, only the CSF 

file. 

Here is sample sidescan XTF data from our www.chestech-support.com SAMPLE 

DATA area San Francisco Bay data set 7: 
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There's a major squiggle here - in the data imported using TC for course smoothing = 3. 

You need to ZOOM in the map view to see this squiggle so evidently. 
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It takes a little thought to find which end of the sonar line to view and edit, and using the 

"shown coordinates" lower-right section of SonarWiz map view display, helps.  
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After using Interpolate in box, the FISH X curve has been straightened. Now without 

saving, we can edit and correct the FISH Y squiggle, THEN SAVE.  

Again we use CHOOSE GRAPH DATA, and get the LOWER graph data showing the 

new parameter, which will be FISH Y: 

 

Then after using INTERPOLATE IN BOX to smooth that section: 

 

Now it's time to select FILE -> SAVE and write the ZEDIT changes back to the CSF file, 

so that the changes can be seen in the MAP VIEW after REFRESH. 
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Even though the CSF file is saved, we can see immediately NO changes in the MAP 

VIEW yellow navigation track-line: 

 

But after the screen refresh: 
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The results we wanted are shown: 

 

Now the south-eastern tip of this sonar line is straight.  

3 Document History 
 
Rev 7 - 2/13/2018 - Mag glitch repair example - mentioned to be sure and REFRESH 

SCREEN after RELOAD mag line.. 
 
Rev 6 - 7/11/2016 - Upgraded with Example 5 in SonarWiz 6.04.0010, using Fish X and 

Fish Y correction to improve a navigation track view. . 
 
Rev 5 -  5/12/2013 - SonarWiz version 5.06.0065 example edits added 


